
YOUR SKIN 
IS YOUR 
BEST DRESS.

BEAUTY
TREATMENTS



For every aesthetic necessity, Farmogal provides 
beauticians with effective, safe and easy-to-use 
treatments that permit to set up beauty programmes 
that guarantee success and the approval of the most 
demanding clientele. Biorhythms adaptation, anti-
aging action with patented adhesive cosmetics, and 
camouflage cosmetology that works against wrinkles 
and relaxation for a practical, efficient and spectacular 
cosmetic system. The results from the first session 
show protocols conforming to the needs of the skin, 
the choice of “good” molecules capable of great 
responses with respect to cutaneous parameters and 
the passion that drives our researchers every day to 
offer the better quality. These cosmetic lines do not 
waterproof and thanks to their formulations let the 
skin breathe, promoting its metabolism.

Farmogal does not use mineral oils, silicones or 
preservatives and checks every production batch for 
the absence of heavy metals and Nickel to guarantee 
dermatological and chemical safety.

FACIAL 
TREATMENTS



CHIC PELLE NEW LIFE

Chic pelle New Life, is much more than an anti-ageing treatment, it is a 
sequence of products that enclose in the secrets of their formula the pure 
technological essence to give new life to the skin. 

The technology conceived with innovative enhancers (vehiculator) guarantees 
better distribution of the functional principles through the tissue, combating the 
signs of ageing by promoting cell “breathing”, metabolism and detoxification 
through vitamin B factors. The skin is regenerated and rejuvenated thanks to 
the active exfoliation, amino-vitamin stimulation and tissue regeneration of 
ascorbiC scrub, elisir n5, sublime mask and crema complex. 

The result is an immediate lifting effect: amino acid complexes and peptides 
from natural collagen make the skin more elastic and compact, the appearance 
of wrinkles is visibly reduced and the face acquires a new radiance.



In Italy, more than 40% of women aged between 50 and 60 declare hyper-
melanic spots on their skin. Hence the need to undergo lightening treatments 
and to use dedicated products to fight this imperfection. 

Chic Pelle Spots Treatment line cleverly associates the most effective 
depigmenting ingredients in safe formulations obtained with new patented 
technologies, for maximum skin and functional parameters. With this line 
of products, the battle against skin spots plays on several sides and the 
molecules work with different action mechanisms to counteract, on the one 
hand, hyperpigmentation and on the other, to promote stain reduction.

CHIC PELLE
TRATTAMENTO MACCHIE



The C&P Rose treatment is particularly suitable for sensitive skin, 
characterized by a thin epidermis and by a reduced keratin layer with poor 
production of the hydrolipidic film, which make them more susceptible to 
dehydration and dryness. For these reasons, they become vasoreactive and 
may be irritated by temperature, air pollution and emotions that dilate the 
capillaries permanently.

C&P Rose, with its patented formula, activates hydration without 
waterproofing, lets the skin oxygenate, protects capillaries thanks to reliable, 
decongestant and vasoprotective molecules and facilitates reepithelialization 
because it does not irritate and does not sensitize (features guaranteed by the 
European Farmogal patent). 

The treatment is designed to ensure dermatological safety and optimize the 
protection of capillary action through common Ruta Graveolens actives. In 
addition, the products do not contain paraffins, preservatives, vegetable waxes 
or silicones, and all the ingredients used are chosen only if useful for sensitive 
and couperose skin.

C&P ROSE



For every aesthetic necessity, Farmogal provides 
beauticians with effective, safe and easy-to-use 
treatments that permit to set up beauty programmes 
that guarantee success and the approval of the most 
demanding clientele. Micro-activating or dermo-
emulsion peeling; lipolytic, thermogenic and draining 
cosmesis for fighting the blemishes of adipose tissue 
and cellulitic edema; protective anti-aging cosmesis 
against oxidative stress; restorative cosmesis with 
super-hydrating, tonifying ingredients; anti-fatigue and 
anti-stress cosmesis.

Practical, efficient and spectacular aesthetic 
treatments. The results from the first session show 
protocols conforming to the needs of the skin, 
the choice of “good” molecules capable of great 
responses with respect to cutaneous parameters and 
the passion that drives our researchers every day to 
offer the better quality. These cosmetic lines do not 
waterproof and thanks to their formulations let the 
skin breathe, promoting its metabolism.

Farmogal does not use mineral oils, silicones or 
preservatives and checks every production batch for 
the absence of heavy metals and Nickel to guarantee 
dermatological and chemical safety.

BODY 
TREATMENTS



STRATOSOTTILE

The treatment of the Queens

The ancient queens of Babylon and Egypt devoted lots of their time to the care 
and beauty of their own body. The spa day began early in the morning with a 
bath of milk perfumed with flowers picked before sunrise and then continued 
with the massage. The same treatment lives again today thanks to Farmogal 
science and the wise hands of the beautician.

Stratosottile is an integral, micro-stimulating and toning peeling, that cleanses 
while hydrating and stimulates directly the skin while it exfoliates. Stratosottile 
keratolytics allow to reduce the stratum corneum and smooth the skin 
by quickly preparing it to the subsequent normalization by giving it a new 
texture and softness. It is a stimulating treatment that promotes metabolism, 
hydration, nutrition and plasma exchanges, with ease and times compatible 
with today’s rhythms. Stratosottile, cosmetic lines that do not waterproof and 
thanks to their formulations let the skin breathe, promoting its metabolism.

Farmogal does not use mineral oils, silicones or preservatives and checks 
every production batch for the absence of heavy metals and Nickel to 
guarantee dermatological and chemical safety



Antiradicals draining pineapple treatment 

The skin is particularly prone to premature aging caused by oxidative stress. 
Free radicals are produced not only by cellular reactions, but also by solar 
radiation, environmental pollution and substances present on the surface of 
the skin. Unnatural substances such as minerals and silicones, or excipients 
such as preservatives and colorants, or contaminants such as heavy metals, 
reduce skin functions and increase oxidative stress. Centopercento, a natural 
and scented treatment, is divided into two phases: peeling and massage. 
It fights oxidative stress, promotes venous return and stimulates adipose 
catabolism, giving the skin a new and exciting plasma. Pineapple Body Peel 
and Pineapple Body Cream are formulated with natural molecules that come 
from pineapple, coffee and tocopherols, that protect and improve the quality 
and functionality of the skin. Bromeline is a major enzyme present in the 
pineapple and has anti-inflammatory and anti-edema qualities; it reduces 
water retention or traumatic edema and plays a major restorative action on 
the blemishes of adipose tissue in synergy with caffeine, known as lipolytic 
action thermogenic and tocopherols, powerful natural antioxidants. Pineapple 
Body Peel, active against cellulite and metabolic edema, is a dermocosmetic 
emulsion for rapid restoration of hydrolipidic film: it removes dead cells and 
contaminants present on the surface and prepares the skin to the draining 
and lipolytic Pineapple Body Cream. This comes for a different massage of 
multiple stimulation and responses that give lightness and new line to each 
body. Centopercento, cosmetic lines that do not waterproof and thanks to their 
formulations let the skin breathe, promoting its metabolism.
Farmogal does not use mineral oils, silicones or preservatives and checks 
every production batch for the absence of heavy metals and Nickel to 
guarantee dermatological and chemical safety.

CENTOPERCENTO



These products are thought and studied by 
Farmogal’s research team for your feet’s care and 
wellness. The foot has always been a body part, with 
which a person can communicate beauty, charm and 
seduction. Loyal to Farmogal’s typical philosophy, 
“Allantoin feet” is a complete range of products 
without paraffins, silicones, preservatives and 
excipients, but based on active ingredients that are 
environmentally friendly and respectful towards the 
individual.

Farmogal does not use mineral oils, silicones or 
preservatives and checks every production batch for 
the absence of heavy metals and Nickel to guarantee 
dermatological and chemical safety.

FEET 
TREATMENTS



A cure for your feet 

New foot treatment, the perfect tool for the hygiene, care and perfuming of the 
feet with balsamic oils of white thyme and lemon. Allantoin Feet represents the 
utmost expression of scientific research and innovation applied to body care. 
With the professional beautician or at home, Allantoin Feet offers a complete 
line of products that enable detoxification and disinfection, long-lasting 
deodorization, professional smoothing of hypercheratosic areas and callosity, 
softness and smoothness of the skin for a healthy foot.
Allantoin Feet, cosmetic lines that do not waterproof and thanks to their 
formulations let the skin breathe, promoting its metabolism. 

Farmogal does not use mineral oils, silicones or preservatives and checks 
every production batch for the absence of heavy metals and Nickel to 
guarantee dermatological and chemical safety.

ALLANTOIN FEET



Massage therapy is a fundamental tool for the 
beautician and requires specific techniques and 
knowledge coupled with products of maximum 
functionality and safety. The professional application 
of cosmetics is the fundamental step for promoting 
the restoting action of the skin. The use of the product 
has important relevance in prevention, function and 
protection and therefore requires an appropriate and 
rigorous formulation. 

Often the beauticians have damaged, dry and cracked 
hands. It is possible protect your hands with patented 
Farmogal dermocosmetics. 

PROFESSIONAL 
MASSAGE



SEVEN FRUITS
The fruity olfactory massage is a relaxing, as well as enjoyable, tool that gives a sense of wellbeing 
and antistress. Thanks to the fruity aromas you can customize the massage according to the 
customer’s desire. The Seven Fruits allow adequate plasmatic stimulation of the body through an 
impressive sensory massage. 

SKINOILS
They are distilled phyto essential oils from medicinal plants. Free of synthetic essences, they 
guarantee the safety of a natural oil. They counteract the oxidative processes due to the presence 
of Vitamin E, which accounts for 30% of the product. The unpleasant and excessive oiliness of 
classic perfumed oil does not affect the customer because SKINOILS do not grease the skin and 
allow a flowing manipulative grip without slipping. SKINOILS are free of mineral oils and silicones 
guaranteeing respiratory-oxygenating function and skin stimulation. 

EMUD
Emud is the body massage line with vitamin E that promotes the physiology of the skin and 
stimulates metabolism and oxygenation. Intelligent massage creams that suit different skin types 
and respond to the manual skills of treatment. After an initial phase of friction, the emulsion melts, 
releasing the emollient oils and increasing the ease of movement. Emud is flowing but not oily, and 
does not waterproof. It allows a better grip for more effective manipulation.

MASSAGE OILS
Massage Oils are an alternative to the professional massage with emulsions. The greasiness and 
heaviness of classic perfumed oils does not affect any more, because the massage with “dry oil” 
allows a fluid non-slippery manipulation. These oils combine normalizing, detoxifying and draining 
characteristics. They are particularly protective and safe for the operator’s hands.

PROFESSIONAL MASSAGE
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